
CDC Is Weaponizing Masks and Segregating Children to Force Them to Get
Jabbed with Experimental “Vaccines”

Description

USA: Yesterday afternoon, the CDC issued a new guidance stating that children who are fully 
“vaccinated” do not have to wear masks when schools reopen this fall. This latest policy decision 
has nothing to do with science and protecting kids, it’s a blatant and malicious attempt to 
browbeat parents to have their sons and daughters injected with experimental boosters that are 
causing debilitating conditions like myocarditis and led to the deaths of nine children ranging from 
12-17 years old last week alone.

Two weeks ago, the World Health Organization published a bulletin strongly advised that children
should not get “vaccinated” for Covid-19 due to the lack of evidence that mRNA and adenovirus shots
are safe and effective for adolescents and young adults only to rescind it out of political considerations.

Yesterday, the CDC went one step further in the duplicity department as they doubled down on the
mass-“vaccination” agenda. After deploying psychological manipulation that drew on the lessons 
gleaned by Dr. Stanley’s experiments to get 48.2% of the American population “vaccinated”, they are
now gunning for our children with the ferocity of a rabid pit bull.

Joe Biden and his ilk are attempting to drive up the “vaccination” rate—which has stalled because too
many refuse to become lab rats in this ongoing pharmaceutical experiment by injecting themselves
with “vaccines” that are undergoing clinical trials until at least 2023—by weaponizing masks and
segregating schools based on children’s medical status. What the CDC is doing is beyond
reprehensible; they know that children are susceptible to peer-pressure so they are otherizing the
“unvaccinated” to condition them into covet the jabs. Moreover, they are encouraging principles and
teachers to give preferential treatment to students who are “vaccinated” and punish others by making
them labor to breathe through masks.

If this guidance is implemented by schools, it will create a paradigm where children who are not
“vaccinated” will become targets of taunts and bullying by those who got jabbed. The CDC is betting
that these children will then turn on their parents and make them cave. They are trying to override the
concerns tens of millions of fathers and mothers have about the safety and efficacy of these
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https://www.cbsnews.com/news/cdc-guidance-covid-19-vaccination-schools-teachers-students/
https://medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=AGE&EVENTS=ON&VAX=COVID19&VAXTYPES=COVID-19&DIED=Yes&WhichAge=range&LOWAGE=12&HIGHAGE=18
https://ghionjournal.com/who-issues-critical-guidance-covid-19-vaccines/
https://ghionjournal.com/big-pharma-white-coats-psychology-unquestioningly-obeying-authority/
https://ghionjournal.com/big-pharma-white-coats-psychology-unquestioningly-obeying-authority/
https://www.npr.org/2021/07/06/1013496192/the-biden-administration-is-taking-its-covid-19-vaccine-campaign-door-to-door
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04368728
https://ghionjournal.com/injecting-twelve-year-old-children-experimental-vaccines-jabs/
https://www.businessinsider.com/kids-consent-vaccinations-under-new-bill-proposed-washington-dc-2020-10


experimental gene therapy cocktails that have led to the deaths of over 9,000 people to date according
to the CDC’s own Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System.

The VAERS system is updated today Dr. Gold and it is incredibly alarming.

This has to stop! pic.twitter.com/SA4WgZTQCc

— Hipster Conservative (@ReformHipster) July 9, 2021

This level of state-sponsored coercion to get people “vaccinated” by force or by choice is
unprecedented in the history of the United States. What makes the CDC’s latest gambit even more
pernicious is the fact that children have been almost untouched by Covid-19. The overall death rate for
the 21 and younger demographic is 0.02%; more children have been injured and killed by the
“vaccines” than the number of kids who died as a consequence of the Coronavirus. Moreover, kids are 
not vectors of the virus; by God’s grace they have been largely spared from this pandemic.

The only reason that more people don’t know about these provable facts is because the ever
obsequious mainstream media have reverted to their Iraq war form as they intentionally suppress
information and broadcast biotech corporation propaganda as news. The establishment as a
whole—from politicians, media personalities to medical professionals and beyond—who are pushing
these “vaccines” have conflicts of interest that they are not disclosing. Most of them are getting funded,
either direct or indirectly, by the likes of Pfizer and Johnson & Johnson. They are more interested in
preserving their kickbacks that are delivered by way of contributions, advertisement revenues and
grants than they are in protecting our children.

The same is true about the Centers of Disease Control and Prevention; instead of safeguarding the
public, they have cast their lot with Big Pharma. The CDC’s decision to experiment on children in ways
that would make Mengele proud is not surprising given the fact that they once had direct oversight 
over the Tuskegee syphilis experiments. A leopard doesn’t change its spots and neither does the CDC
change its pattern; after experimenting on African-American males for decades, they are now coming
for our children.

I have studied media since I was a teenager, in fact I initially decided to pursue journalism when I
attended George Mason University only to change my major when I realized what mainstream media is 
all about. What I have witnessed over the past 12 months alone with respect to this insane mass-
“vaccination” campaign affirms my decision. Here is what they are not telling us: people who get Covid-
19 and recover develop antibodies and T-cells that are infinitely better than the synthetic antibodies
derived from the jabs. Even the NIH admitted this fact before they decided to bury it like a mafia capo
entombing his victim in the deserts of Nevada.
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https://twitter.com/CraigKellyMP/status/1413846008216182787
https://t.co/SA4WgZTQCc
https://twitter.com/ReformHipster/status/1413575610912419845?ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://services.aap.org/en/pages/2019-novel-coronavirus-covid-19-infections/children-and-covid-19-state-level-data-report/
https://pediatrics.aappublications.org/content/146/2/e2020004879
https://pediatrics.aappublications.org/content/146/2/e2020004879
https://ghionjournal.com/remembering-discredited-case-wmds-iraq-dissent/
https://www.cnn.com/2021/07/09/health/pfizer-third-coronavirus-vaccine-dose-explainer-wellness/index.html
https://ghionjournal.com/big-pharma-white-coats-biotech-gates-funded-doctors/
https://ghionjournal.com/tuskegee-institute-study-2-0-targeting-african-americans/
https://ghionjournal.com/neo-mccarthyism-and-goebbelists/
https://ghionjournal.com/neo-mccarthyism-and-goebbelists/
https://www.nih.gov/news-events/news-releases/nih-study-finds-people-sars-cov-2-antibodies-may-have-low-risk-future-infection


They are suppressing the risks while hyping all the benefits that are minimal at best. I interviewed 
Dr. Brian Tyson in the video below about all these things and then some only for YouTube to delete it
within 24 hours. If these “vaccines” are so great, why the hell are they turning to this level of tyrannical
censorship? The answer is simple, they don’t want you to know the truth. The very things we have 
been deplatformed for—whether it’s about the origins of Covid-19 to the perils of these experimental
“vaccines”—are now being proven true. They are trying to deny the self-evident truths about these
dangerous boosters so they can inject as many people as possible before their lies are fully exposed.

Since our government, the supposed free-press and almost every major institution of note is in bed
with biotech corporations as they push agendas hatched by the likes of Bill and Melinda Gates, let me
offer this advice to parents they won’t hear coming from the mouths of the establishment. If you value
the lives of your children, if you want them to have a long and healthy life and if you want to one day
become grandparents, DO NOT LET YOUR CHILDREN GET JABBED FOR COVID-19!

If the school they are attending decides to go along with the CDC’s political guidance, which has
nothing to do with science and everything to do with engineering society, pull them out of that school
and move somewhere else if you must. Children are too vulnerable and too precious to sacrifice them 
at the altar of pseudo-science. As horrific as Covid-19 is—I do not dismiss or diminish the lethality of
this virus given that I lost my mom last year this God-forsaken and man-made virus—the fact is
children are 200 times more likely to die in a car accident than dying from Covid-19. Given this fact, the
only way to understand the CDC’s latest mask mandate is by realizing that they have been struck by
group-psychosis.

We must draw a red line when they place crosshairs on the arms of children. If the ruling class insists
on targeting our kids, then we must cash the check that Thomas Jefferson wrote in the Declaration of
Independence and reclaim our government from the grips of globalist monsters who arrogantly believe
that they can remake society in their image. That level of hubris will eventually lead to the solutions 
Parisians turned to 1789 when they had enough of being pushed around by depraved aristocrats. Vive
la révolution!

THREAD

Setting the Record Straight

About two months ago, a reporter from @Politico by the name of @tina_nguyen reached
out to me inquiring about an article that I published dedicated to the men and women of the
US military.

— Teodrose Fikremariam (@Teodrose_Fikre) July 11, 2021

For the record, the revolution that I am referring to is not one of guns but one of hearts and minds.
There is only one reason why a fraction of humanity terrorizes and oppresses billions around the world
with impunity. As long as we are divided, we will always be powerless. The minute we are united, our
powers will burn away the pseudo-might of plutocrats. As to the “invisible hands” who are intent on
fulfilling a plot that was hatched a long time ago, there is no need to warn you, you know exactly what
you are doing. Just know your evil schemes will fail, I hope you like dust because you will be eating it
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https://www.medpagetoday.com/opinion/marty-makary/93029
https://ghionjournal.com/saras-song-love-is-the-revolution/
https://ghionjournal.com/threatcon-911/
https://ghionjournal.com/revolutions-are-written-on-paper-napkins/
https://ghionjournal.com/revolutions-are-written-on-paper-napkins/
https://twitter.com/politico?ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://twitter.com/tina_nguyen?ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://twitter.com/Teodrose_Fikre/status/1414018956977922048?ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://ghionjournal.com/greater-than-wakanda/
https://ghionjournal.com/deconstructing-vaccine-agenda-through-faith/


when the day of reckoning arrives:

“I prefer peace. But if trouble must come, let it come in my time, so that my children can live in peace.”
~ Thomas Paine

 

by Teodrose Fikremariam – the co-founder and editor of the Ghion Journal. Prior to launching the 
Ghion Journal, he was a political organizer who once wrote a speech idea in 2008 that was 
incorporated into Barack Obama’s South Carolina primary victory speech. He is originally from Ethiopia 
and a direct descendent, seven generations removed, of one of Ethiopia’s greatest Emperors 
Tewodros II.
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